SSMU Updates
- Special Committee on Anti-Semitism drafted its report and presented/submitted it to Legislative Council. LC passed the recommendations.
- Communicated with students concerning the Winter GA and referenda (very simple questions asking for menial things like location or where and how to vote on simplyvoting)

FYC Updates and Concerns
- Next meeting will be tomorrow April 6th, 2018 to discuss potential end of year events.
- Attempted to create a first year scholarship→Difficulties regarding funding and communication with SSMU
- Fundamental deficiencies with the structure and function of FYC
  - Officers were elected quite late this year
  - Lack of support from VP Internal
  - No end of year report or any semblance of carryover from previous year’s council
- FYC is quite irrelevant as it stands and should either be massively reformed or abolished altogether (barring the seat on legislative council)
- Pleased to see suggested reforms from incoming VP Internal
- Desire to be more than simply a booze dispensary/organizer of parties